The i* framework is a widespread formalism in the software engineering discipline that allows expressing intentionality of system actors. From the time it was issued, in the mid-nineties, a growing research community has adopted it either in its standard form or formulating variations in order to adapt it to some particular purpose. New methods, techniques and tools have made evolve the framework in a way that it may be currently considered quite mature from the scientific perspective. However, the i* framework has not been transferred to practitioners at the same extent yet: industrial experiences using i* are not many and have been mainly conducted by i* experts that are part of that very research community. Therefore, it may be argued that some steps are needed for boosting the adoption of i* by practitioners. In this chapter, we identify some scientific challenges whose overcoming could represent a step towards this goal. For each challenge, we present the problem that is addressed, its current state of the art and some envisaged lines of research.
Introduction
Goal-oriented modelling is a widespread technique in the software engineering community. It is used in broad disciplines like requirements engineering [68] and organizational modelling [39] , and in more specific scopes as service modelling [53] and adaptive system modelling [15] . The intentional perspective on systems engineering proposed by C. Rolland [54, 53] had a great impact in the field and largely contributed to this dissemination.
Among these several existing goal-oriented frameworks, methods and languages (e.g., KAOS [13] , MAP [53] ), the i* framework [71] is currently one of the most widespread modelling and reasoning approaches. It supports the construction of models that represent an organization and its processes as an intentional network of actors and dependencies, which may be decomposed into simpler elements. Reasoning techniques allow checking properties and performing some kind of qualitative [29, 35] and quantitative [19] analysis.
The intentional nature of i* is very clearly explained by Yu: "In i* modelling, we focus on intentional properties and relationships rather than actual behaviour.
By not describing behaviour directly, an intentional description offers a way to characterize actors that respects the autonomy premise. Conventional system modelling which offers only static and dynamic ontologies leads to an impoverished and mechanistic view of the world. Intentional modelling provides a richer expressiveness that is appropriate for a social conception of the world" [72] .
Arguably, it may be said that the i* framework has reached a high maturity level from the scientific point of view, as a result of the intensive work undertook by many research groups, leading to an increasing body of knowledge available through scientific papers and experience reports presented in world-leading journals and conferences. A growing community has been established too, with two clearly visible meeting points: a periodical event, the i* workshop; and a working space, the i* wiki [36] . Basic knowledge on i* is offered through tutorials in scientific conferences and a textbook in which the community research groups provide a comprehensive revision of the state of the art [73] . Last, it may be mentioned the recognition of an i*-based language like URN as a telecommunication standard [37] .
Taking all of this research into consideration, it could be expected that the adoption of i* by practitioners should had grown the same. Unfortunately, it is clearly not the case. A recent survey of practice [14] does not even mention i* among current requirements engineering adopted formalisms. Just a few, though valuable, experiences have been reported on the use of the framework and associated tools. We may mention:
• The air traffic control experiences by Maiden et al., see [41, 44] as summary.
• Experiences in Ericsson Marconi Spa about knowledge transfer and process alignment [4, 5] .
• The application of i* for articulating activities around Off-The-Shelf-based and hybrid systems in the Etapatelecom Ecuadorian company [11, 12] .
These experiences were basically successful, although they highlighted several obstacles on the adoption of i* in medium-and large-scale projects. Also, it should be remarked that those experiences have been mainly conducted by expert i* modellers, being thus uncertain to what extent novice i* modellers (e.g., the typical profile of a requirement elicitation facilitator) are able to conduct their processes in an effective and efficient way. Therefore, we strongly argue that the i* community should dedicate the necessary effort on exploring effective ways to transfer the framework to practitioners, making it more usable in industrial experiences. Efforts are twofold. On the one hand, exploration of scientific issues having to be with the framework that may enhance its usability, improving thus chances of adoption by practitioners. On the other hand, planning and executing strategic community actions not directly related to scientific findings (industry-oriented seminars and tutorials, etc.). Due to the nature of this book, we will focus on the first topic.
This chapter provides an overview of some of the most relevant scientific challenges that shall be overcome in order to attain (at least partially) this knowledge transfer goal. Because of length limitations, we will concentrate on challenges re-lated to the framework's modelling language more than to analysis techniques defined around. For each challenge, after reviewing its context, the problem to be solved and the state of the art, research directions are proposed and justified. As a result, we expect to stimulate research in the community along these directions and thus to effectively help bridging the gap among researchers and practitioners in the use of the i* framework.
Challenge 1: Agreeing on the i* Metamodel
Context. Since it was first released in 1995, the i* framework has been adapted to the needs of specific research groups that wanted to represent concepts specific of their application domain, like security [28] , temporal precedence relationships [23] or architectural concepts [31] . Furthermore, even the original framework had several variations (GRL for standardization purposes [67], the Tropos methodology on top of i* [7] ) and experienced a natural evolution on time that has led to a slightly modified version available in the i* wiki [36] . As a result, we may conclude that there is a plethora of variations available in the community, used by several authors with different purposes (see [9] for a summary and more detailed analysis).
Problem. This diversity, although not necessarily pernicious, hampers the progress of the i* community. When reading a work around the i* framework, it is necessary first to understand what concrete version of i* is being used. If the contribution is based on the original framework, sometimes the authors declare which version are they using (lately, it is happening to be the wiki version), but sometimes there is no explicit mention, which usually makes the reader a bit hesitant about details of the proposal being presented. Also it has to be said that the wiki version is currently described as an informal tutorial (a users' guide) without providing such a metamodel. On the other hand, if the work is proposing some new variation, enrichment or customization of i*, the semantics is sometimes given informally or by using a formalism which is not easy to align with the available descriptions of i*. Therefore, as some authors explicitly claim [8, 46] , a unifying metamodel seems a must.
Challenge. The i* framework shall include one and only one metamodel; wellestablished customization strategies for designing variants of this metamodel shall be used.
State of the art. We may find in the literature several approaches of i* metamodels. Ayala et al. proposed a metamodel [6] that evolved into a more elaborated one by Cares et al. [ 9] , see Fig. 1 . It was designed by considering the features of the original Yu's version [71] (which included its own metamodel written in Telos [45] ) and its two most widespread variations, GRL [ 67] and Tropos [ 7] , proposing a unifying model. It is intended to be reusable too, and several superclasses appear to support this objective. Variations are proposed to be modelled by refactoring although no exploration on the semantic consequences of this process is included. Other approaches with different aim are that of Susi et al. [62] and Roy et al. [57] , presenting metamodels not general-purpose as the previous one, but tailored to the specific capabilities of the Tropos associated i* variation and GRL, respectively. Research directions. Concerning the metamodel, the community should agree on the final form of the i* metamodel (probably by upgrading into metamodel the current wiki informal description), and consider it as part of the framework core. Let's call this metamodel "the i* metamodel". The i* metamodel should be recognized as standard by all the community, providing then a common vocabulary for the community. We think that the most recent Cares' et al. proposal [9] is an adequate starting point since it is able to express virtually all of the concepts included in the wiki version. Also, it is not oriented to any particular metamodeling technology like EMOF, we think that technology-independence is a good property for this general-purpose metamodel.
As for the customization, we propose that each proposal which needs a particular variant of the i* metamodel as reference, should formally specify the relationship with the i* metamodel. To do so, more than a simple refactoring exercise as proposed in [9] , a semantically rich definition has to be provided. We may take for instance the formal framework proposed by Wachsmuth [69] and then use the several relationships defined therein (equivalence, enrichment, extension, etc.) to classify the proposed metamodel with respect to the i* metamodel, providing also the concrete mapping functions that express the differences in a rigorous manner.
One possible immediate application of this notion is to obtain technologyoriented versions of the i* metamodel. For instance, in [26] it is proposed to use i* as initial model in a model-driven development process, and a particular version of the metamodel using EMOF defines the form that this departing model may have. In the context proposed here, this EMOF version could be elaborated as a semantics-preserving variation of the i* metamodel. The mapping from this EMOF-based version to the i* metamodel would then be completely accurate.
Another technology-oriented version is the iStarML interchange format [10] . This format translates the metamodel proposed in [9] into XML. It is currently used as import/export format in the HiME tool [34] and planned for adoption in a next release of TAOM4E [63] . A natural consequence of agreeing on the i* metamodel would be to evolve iStarML into a version compliant to this metamodel.
Challenge 2: Providing Methodologies for i* Modelling
Context. In general, modelling is an activity that requires prescriptive methods in order to be repeatable, reproducible and in general, predictable. One could reasonably expect that when facing the same problem, two different (teams of) experts in both the domain being modelled and the modelling framework, working independently, should produce very similar, in some sense "equivalent" models.
Problem. Modelling becomes harder when the level of abstraction of the knowledge to be modelled increases. Therefore, creating a model for the requirements of a system is harder than creating a model of a software architecture. When considering the i* framework, the modelling activity is harder than ever due to its intentional nature. As Yu states, "The i* framework is aimed at modelling strategic relationships and reasoning. Such knowledge is not expected to be complete" [71] . In addition, the i* language itself allows a degree of freedom that creates some uncertainty not only to the novice, but also to the expert, modeller. A summary of recurrent questions include:
• Being i* models of strategic nature, which elements have strategic relevance enough as to be included in the models, and which don't, and why.
• As a particular case of this situation, which are the conditions that indicate that a model is completely refined.
• In some particular situation, what i* modelling element is the most adequate. A typical example is: when a task produces a resource, which element must be included: just the task, just the resource, none, or both.
Given an answer as accurate as possible to these and similar questions is the only way to overcome the modelling uncertainty problem.
Challenge. The i* community shall have available a range of well-defined modelling methods as predictable as possible.
State of the art. The construction of goal-oriented models in general has been subject of interest by the requirements engineering community, for instance Rolland et al. used explored the use of scenarios to drive the discovery of goals [56] . The need of modelling methods for the i* framework became obvious soon and a major response was the formulation of the Tropos method [7] . Tropos spans four phases of software development, namely early requirements, late requirements, architectural design and detailed design, previous to implementation (in some papers considered a fifth phase) using some agent-oriented infrastructure. The method is not prescriptive inside these four phases and then the modeller still has a great freedom in completing the model. In [27] , the authors propose the use of social patterns as a way to elicit the general structure of models. However, still the patterns just provide a general layout of the models.
Other authors propose more detailed methods. In [22] the RiSD methodology is proposed for the modelling of Strategic Dependency (SD) i* diagrams. It is organized into several steps, and intents to be a highly prescriptive procedure. As part of the steps, we may mention: (a) The formulation of two alternative decision trees (under dependum's nature and under responsibility assignment strategy) for determining the most appropriate type of intentional element in a given situation (see Fig. 2 ), where the transition of one node to a child is based on a question (e.g., in node 1 at the tree at the left: "does the depender depend on the dependee to achieve an entity, or to attain a certain state? If entity, go to 3; if state, go to 2"). (b) The definition of a grammar for fixing the syntax of intentional elements in order to obtain uniform models from the point of view of naming (e.g., a Task's name is of the form: "Verb + (Object) + (Complement)", as in "Answer doubts by e-mail"). (c) The agreement on standard vocabularies for using as lexicon in the intentional models, e.g. the ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard [64] for quality concepts. On the other hand, Oliveira et al. [48] propose i* Diagnoses, a method that uses questions as a way to elicit the intentional elements that compose the i* models, e.g. "Why does <<dependee>> collaborate with <<depender>> to have <<goal>>?" and "What if <<goal>> is shared with another actor?". Both proposals claim that the methods produce more predictable models, although no validation supports these claims. Fig. 2 . Decision trees for determining the type of intentional element as defined in [22] Grau et al. [32] propose the PRiM method framed in the business process reengineering problem. Detailed Interaction Scripts describe the current behaviour of the system in a scenario-like style. A set of prescriptive rules transform these scripts into i* models that act as the basis for an activity of generation of alternatives to be evaluated as part of the reengineering process.
A comprehensive comparative analysis using 12 criteria and including Tropos, RiSD, PRiM and three other methods (GBM, ATM and BPD) may be found at [30] .
Research directions. Given Yu's statement above, it is clear that aiming at designing fully deterministic i* modelling methods should not be an ultimate goal. But based on the work described above, we may indicate some factors supporting the formulation of more prescriptive methods:
• Steps. The method shall consist of a series of well-defined steps and substeps.
Remarkably, the model elements that may appear as input and output of each step and their relationships shall be defined in terms of the i* metamodel.
• Refinement rationale. The method shall provide a clear rationale about : 1) whether is it still necessary to refine a given intentional element; 2) which kind of decomposition is needed; 3) which type do the decomposing intentional elements have. The use of questions as proposed in [22, 48] is probably the most comfortable way to proceed for the modeller.
• Correctness checks. The method shall provide verifiable means to check that the model being generated fulfils some identified conditions about their structure. The use of metrics [20] could help here.
• Patterns. The method shall contemplate the possibility of using knowledge patterns as a way to drive reusability. Patterns could be organized into different catalogues depending on the step where they apply (e.g., social patterns like in [27] , but also requirement patterns as mentioned in [61, 70] , design patterns, etc.).
• Vocabulary. The method shall promote the use of ontologies as a way to improve the accuracy of the models, as well as they consistence of different mod-els over the same domain or system facet. Ontologies of interest may include domain ontologies like the REA enterprise ontology [66], or facet ontologies like the ISO/IEC 9126 quality standard [64] for non-functional characteristics used in soft goals. General knowledge of ontologies in the agent-oriented field [33] and proposals of representation of ontological concepts into the i* framework [24] are worth to explore. On the other hand, the methods shall use a consistent grammar to name the intentional elements that compose the i* models.
Challenge 3: Providing Structuring Mechanisms in i*
Context. Modelling is a stepwise process. Some key elements are identified to build the starting model, and then a series of refinement steps gradually transforms this model into more concrete ones. In the i* framework, the initial key elements usually are some designated actors (possibly with the main goal that they fulfil) and the most important dependencies among them. Refinement steps may yield to new actors and dependencies, and also to the gradual construction of the Strategic Rationale (SR) i* diagram of each actor by decomposing their main goal using means-end and task-decomposition links, and establishing the contributions to softgoals.
Problem. This refinement process has not a clear counterpart in the i* framework. The only structuring mechanism that i* presents is the concept of actor boundary, that allows separating the declaration of existence of an actor from the rationale that it encloses. But the other refinement steps mentioned above are not supported by the language. Therefore, the final i* model suffers from several problems:
• Difficult to reuse. If a model with some similarities has to be build in the future, reusability is basically copy and paste the designated elements, which is difficult and semantically poor. For instance, if a subpart of an SR diagram is a candidate to be reused, what happens to those dependencies that stem from its intentional elements? • Difficult to trace. Since the model does not keep the stepwise refinement history, the reader is not able to know which elements were introduced in which stages and why. For an intentional framework like i* is, this is even a more severe drawback because it hides some rationale.
• Difficult to understand. Since the model is a monolithic unit except for actor boundaries, the reader has more difficulties than ever to comprehend the full meaning of the system modelled.
Challenge. The i* language shall include structuring mechanisms for representing the most usual stepwise refinement operations when developing i* models.
State of the art. There are some lines of research addressing the structurability issue. The two most ambitious contributions at this respect are the incorporation of aspects and services into i*. Alencar et al. [3] propose the use of aspects for modelling cross-cutting concerns (see Fig. 3, left) . Separation of concerns provides structure to the i* models, but it does not align with the stepwise refinement process as presented above: identification of aspects and modularization of the model is made after the model has been written, therefore the development process is still not recorded. Also, the addition of aspects into i* results in a framework with more modelling constructs and may eventually require a steeper learning curve.
Estrada incorporates the concept of service into the i* framework [16] (see Fig.  3, right) . This type of modularity unit is closer to the concepts managed in the domain (i.e., business services) and from this point of view fits better than aspects to the natural stepwise refinement process. However it is true that this particular proposal introduces a lot of complexity to the framework, with the fundamental concepts of "service" and "process", and also with the configuration of services inside SR boundaries using a variability-like model with mandatory and optional features combined in several ways. As in the approach above, validation is needed to assess usability of the proposal. If we consider proposals aligning with stepwise refinement, we still find several proposals. First, we mention the work by Leite et al. [40] that proposes a third kind of i* diagram to complement the SD and SR diagrams, namely the SA (Strategic Actor) diagram that represents all kind of model actors (roles, positions and agents) with their relationships (plays, occupies, covers, instance, is-a, is-part-of), see Fig. 4 , left, for an example. Also, Alencar et al. [1] introduce the concept of alternative for grouping means to achieve an end. This concept is generalized by Franch [21] into the general notion of module that is specialized into different types of SD-and SR-modules (see Fig. 4 , right, for example). Remarkably, these three approaches define the introduced constructs in terms of metamodels. Last, Lucena et al. [43] present a modularization approach that is built on the existing framework without any extension. This means using actors as only encapsulation mechanism. They provide a transformational framework in which transformation rules convert logically connected subgraphs of existing SR diagrams into SR diagrams for new actors.
Research directions. Basically we foresee two types of structuring mechanisms: domain-independent and domain-dependent.
• Domain-independent. The last three proposals fall into this first category and show a way to go. To sum up, the basic need is: 1) grouping dependencies that are related; 2) grouping related intentional elements inside an SR diagram; 3) defining submodels. Another related work could be analyzing if the aspectoriented approach could be integrated with them, since both types of modularity constructs seem complementary. However, careful validation about usability of the resulting proposal should be conducted.
• Domain-dependent. The service concept as mentioned by Estrada is one example of concept that may be introduced. If we try to abstract from the serviceoriented context to a general, open scope, we could think of introducing a generic structuring mechanism able to be instantiated by any kind of concept, in a way that this instantiation establishes: 1) the kind of i* model elements that may take part of the module; 2) the relationships that need to be fulfilled.
In both cases, the following issues must be considered:
• Structuring mechanisms exist in virtually all modelling languages; therefore a systematic literature review is needed to learn how they do it, and to try to align to their principles. In particular, the analysis of the UML notion of package seems a must.
• The structuring mechanisms need to be introduced into the i* metamodel in a non-intrusive way. Then structuring mechanisms become first-class citizens in the framework, whilst not interfering with the semantics of the intentional part.
• There is a need of defining the semantics of: 1) the modules themselves; 2) the module-combination operations (e.g., creation of a new module by the combination of existing ones); 3) the module application operation (i.e., the model that results from applying the stepwise refinement step implied by a module, over an element of the departing model). As essential part of this issue, the classical model merging problem needs to be tackled [58] .
• Tool-support is essential. Fundamental capabilities for applying the operations above, for managing a catalogue of modules and for providing views of the model based in the modules are needed. • Visual representation. Being i* a notation with a strong emphasis on the visual dimension, an informed decision about the visual representation of modules needs to be made. Work by Moody et al. [46] provides an excellent rationale for making this decision.
Challenge 4: Use i* Models in Later Development Phases
Context. As an intentional modelling vehicle, the i* framework is used in early stages of the system development. Some of the concepts that appear in i* models will pervade in later stages, e.g. some i* actors will act as such in use cases, some resources will appear also in conceptual data models, some tasks will become activities in a behaviour diagram, etc. This suggests for the need of having systematic ways to transform i* models into other formalisms.
Problem. The transformation of goal models into more elaborate artefacts that appear later in the life-cycle has been tackled in several works (e.g., using the MAP approach to derive data-flow diagrams from goal models [51] ). When trying to transform an i* model into some other kind of model some difficulties arise. Typically the target of this transformation is a UML conceptual model [65] , composed at least of a use case specification, a data conceptual model in the form of a class diagram, and perhaps some behavioural model. Sometimes just one of these artefacts is the target.
• Use cases are textual artefacts that reflect communication between actors in a sequential form. The problems that arise are: 1) identifying the appropriate use cases from the i* model and also the relevant scenarios; 2) identifying the actors that take a part in each use case; 3) inferring the interactions between these actors and write them in the correct order; 4) generating the text itself.
• Data conceptual models are diagrams that include accurate and complete information about classes or entities, their relationships and their attributes. Discovering all of these elements from the i* model is also a problem since the information that it encloses is not as complete as in data conceptual models (due to its intentional nature).
• Behavioural models like activity diagrams or sequence diagrams include interactions among actors, or activities to be performed, with a flow of control that is not expressed in i* models.
Solving these problems can be considered a major challenge.
Challenge. There shall be techniques available to make easier (and automate up to a given extent) the transition from i* models into other types of models.
State of the art. As mentioned above, the main research line related to this challenge corresponds to the transformation of i* models into UML-like artefacts [50] , generally in the context of model-driven development (MDD) [60] . Within the OO-Method MDD methodology [49] , Alencar at al. have shown that it is possible to partially infer data conceptual models from i* models [2] . Actors and their relationships, and resources (both dependencies and internal SR elements), play a fundamental role in this translation. Following the MDD foundations, transformation rules are defined to obtain an initial class diagram that is completed manually (e.g., adding information about multiplicity, not present at i* models) for obtaining a complete OO-Method class model which can be used in the rest of the MDD process.
Concerning use case generation, Estrada et al. [17] propose a method that covers identification of use cases and actors, and writing of scenarios. Use cases are determined from both the task and resource dependencies that involve the actor that represents the system. The actors at the other end of such dependencies are represented as use case actors. Finally, SR diagrams are used to fill some predefined templates in order to generate the text of scenarios. A similar approach is followed by Santander and Castro [59] .
Apart from these kind of models above, i* has been used in other contexts. Remarkably, Ncube et al. [47] report an extension to the RESCUE process [38] in which a collection of 30 patterns were applied over an i* model to generate textual candidate requirement statements using the VOLERE template, generating up to almost 600 requirements. As a result of this work, the authors argued that requirements generated from i* models resulted in a more complete overall requirements specification.
Lucena et al. [42] have gone one step beyond in the development process and they address the generation of architectural models. They combine two levels of refinement, first by modularizing the departing model using the rules described in [43] and then transforming the resulting i* model into a software architecture model described with the ACME architectural description language [25] .
Research directions. As shown above, the transformation of i* models into other models has been subject of much investigation. However, being a very complex topic, it requires still much work to do. When considering i* models as the starting point of an MDD process, research is needed with respect to several topics [8] :
• Automating as much as possible the model transformation. It seems clear from previous work that full automation is not feasible since the underlying ontologies cannot be completely aligned. However, the work undertook so far (see above) looks promising and it may be expected that more results will be achieved soon. An important result of these approaches should be the clear statement of the limitations of the proposed methods regarding to automation. Also the possibility of enriching the i* framework with information that in fact belongs to the target ontology (e.g., order of task in task decompositions [23] ) is a point to explore.
• Validating the adequacy of the i* model before applying the transformations.
Since the i* model is not originally conceived for later transformation, it is necessary to assess its adequacy, e.g. how well-suited it is for generating classes and attributes in a class model. The definition and application of metrics using the iMDF M method [20] is a possible path to follow.
• Traceability among models. Traceability is a classical problem in MDD methods [52] and as such it needs to be properly managed.
Conclusion
In this chapter, we have argued the need of shifting the focus of the i* community from pure research to a more practical view that may help in transferring the framework to practitioners. For the sake of brevity, we have focused on four challenges that have been described in detail, but several others are out there. These challenges solve some of the drawbacks that the empirical study by Estrada et al. has pointed out [18] . We have focused on scientific challenges, but there are also some other community-oriented issues worth to be considered, among them we may mention:
• Lessons learned. For putting i* into practice, it is needed to have feedback about its use by practitioners. We think that the facts observed in the experiences mentioned at the introduction of this chapter should be consolidated by all the participants in these and others collaborative experiences, packaged into lessons learned, and the consequences fed back into the community as a main driver for identifying lines of future research.
• Tool support. In our opinion, taking into account the size of the core i* research community, there is an unnecessary proliferation of tools. Given that developing and maintaining such tools has a considerable cost for the research groups, a possible strategic action could be to join efforts for producing a common subsystem at least for the more basic capabilities (e.g., i* editor) configurable enough to adapt to each group's specificities, importing/exporting models in iStarML format and with a well-defined API, with a plug-in based infrastructure for enriching its functionality.
• Population for experiments. A great deal of current proposals of modelling variations, analysis techniques, development methods, etc., undergo through a weak validation (if any). The main reason for this probably is the difficulty on getting population enough to run these experiments. A community-oriented view is probably needed in order that the research groups allocate some of their effort in participating in such validations. The i* wiki may help on implementing this idea.
We hope to see in the next years an increasing effort in these and other topics that make the use of the i* framework in industrial cases not an exception but a usual practice.
